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A B S T R A C T   

Despite the widespread application of Ti6Al4V and tantalum (Ta) in orthopedics, bioinertia and high cost limit 
their further applicability, respectively, and tremendous efforts have been made on the Ti6Al4V-Ta alloy and Ta 
coating to address these drawbacks. However, the scaffolds obtained are unsatisfactory. In this study, novel high- 
interface-strength Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds were successfully manufactured using Laser Powder Bed 
Fusion for the first time, in which porous Ta was directly manufactured on a solid Ti6Al4V substrate. Mechanical 
testing revealed that the novel scaffolds were biomechanically compatible, and the interfacial bonding strength 
was as high as 447.5 MPa. In vitro biocompatibility assay, using rat bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (r- 
BMSCs), indicated that the novel scaffolds were biocompatible. Alkaline phosphatase and mineralized nodule 
determination demonstrated that the scaffolds favored the osteogenic differentiation of r-BMSCs. Moreover, 
scaffolds were implanted into rabbits with femur bone defects, and imaging and histological evaluation identified 
considerable new bone formation and bone ingrowth, suggesting that the scaffolds were well integrated with the 
host bone. Overall, these results demonstrated good mechanical compatibility, biocompatibility, and osteoin-
tegration performance of the novel Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffold, which possesses great potential for or-
thopedic clinical applications.   

1. Introduction 

The application of metallic biomaterials to load-bearing orthopedic 
implants has attracted extensive attention in recent decades [1]. 
Ti6Al4V is the most common titanium alloy used in orthopedics because 
of its excellent corrosion resistance and biomechanical properties [2,3]. 
However, the osteointegration of Ti6Al4V is not satisfactory because of 
its bioinert property and high elasticity, which may impede early 
bone-implant fixation and long-term stability, leading to aseptic loos-
ening and presenting an obstacle for its widespread application [4]. 
Tantalum (Ta) is also widely used in orthopedics. Ta is a bioactive metal 

with outstanding osteogenic properties and excellent biocompatibility 
and has gained increasing attention in recent years [4,5]. In particular, 
since the introduction of the Trabecular Metal (Zimmer Biomet), the 
clinical application of Ta has increased boomingly [6]. Although clinical 
and laboratory studies have demonstrated the osteointegration of Ta, its 
widespread applicability is limited by the relatively high cost of pro-
cessing and high density [7]. 

Considering the complementary merits of Ti6Al4V and Ta, great ef-
forts have been made to fabricate Ti6Al4V (Ti)/Ta composite scaffolds; 
alloying and coating are the two most popular approaches [4,7–13]. 
However, inevitable shortcomings still exist in both approaches, 
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including unfavorable biomechanical properties, non-optimized alloy-
ing ratio, undesirable bioactivity, and non-porous structure [7–11,13]. 

Therefore, the development of Ti6Al4V/Ta composite scaffolds 
would make great sense. The drawbacks derived from the two metals 
could be overcome, and the excellent mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V 
and the considerable osteointegration of Ta could be combined. How-
ever, the fabrication of such scaffolds is difficult because the melting 
point of Ta is as high as 3017 ◦C, and it is highly affiliative to oxygen [7]. 
Fortunately, additive manufacturing (AM, also known as 3D printing), 
which enabled great breakthroughs in the fabrication of orthopedic 
implants [14–16], also enables the successful fabrication of such 
metallic scaffolds. Moreover, AM addresses some potential shortcomings 
of scaffolds manufactured using conventional methods, such as unde-
sirable mechanical properties and inhomogeneous pore size [17]. In 
particular, it has been deemed feasible to modify the geometry, pore 
size, and architectural characteristics of Ti6Al4V using Laser Powder 
Bed Fusion (LPBF) without varying the mechanical properties remark-
ably [18], implying that devices manufactured using AM could be 
optimized by tailoring the properties. 

In this study, we developed a novel high-interface-strength Ti6Al4V- 
based porous Ta scaffold using LPBF, a type of AM technology [19], in 
which the Ti6Al4V substrate was manufactured first and porous Ta was 
fabricated on it directly. Through this approach, the porous Ta structure 
and solid Ti6Al4V was combined metallically. The mechanical proper-
ties and bonding strength of the novel scaffold were determined via 
mechanical testing. Thereafter, the biological performance, including 
cellular adhesion, cellular morphology, cellular proliferation, and 
osteointegration, were also evaluated via in vitro and in vivo 
experiments. 

To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to report a 
high-interface-strength Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffold fabricated 
through AM, which possesses great potential for clinical translation. Our 
work may provide innovative insights and inspiration for the design and 
development of clinical orthopedic implants. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Fabrication of the novel scaffolds 

Three groups of Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds, namely group A, 
B, and C, were manufactured using an LPBF system (FS271 M Farsoon, 
China). Strut sizes, porosities, and pore sizes of the three groups are 
listed in Table 1. According to previous study, we selected diamond 
lattice structure in the designing of porous Ta scaffolds [20]. Briefly, a 
solid column structure was designed on the solid disc structure, and then 
the diamond crystal lattice (Fig. 1a) structure was imported into the 
column, which was saved in the form of an STL file. Then, a 
computer-aided design (CAD) model was generated based on the STL file 
using CAD software, which was imported into the LPBF printer. The 
diameter of the spherical Ta powder was in the range of 10–40 μm 
(Fig. 1b), and the mean diameter of the spherical Ti6Al4V powder was 
38.05 μm (Fig. 1c). When the previously treated Ta powder or Ti6Al4V 

powder was melted using the laser and consolidated, another layer of 
powder was deposited on the former layer immediately until the scaf-
folds were fully fabricated in the manufacturing chamber (Fig. 1d). After 
the solid Ti6Al4V substrate was formed, Ta powder was deposited onto 
the substrate successively, and the porous Ta scaffold was manufactured 
layer by layer. The entire manufacturing process was conducted under 
an argon atmosphere. The specific processing parameter for Ta was a 
laser with a power of 300W and a scanning speed of 250 mm/s, while for 
Ti6Al4V it was a laser with a power of 250 W and a scanning speed of 
300 mm/s. The scaffolds used for both in vitro and in vivo experiments 
were Ø 4.5 mm × 5 mm, the substrate of which was 2 mm thick and the 
porous section was 3 mm. After manufacturing, the samples used for 
testing interfacial bonding strength were sliced into flat 
dog-bone-shaped coupons. All the samples were treated with annealing 
at 1000 ◦C under a vacuum environment for 30 min. The lost and 
semi-lost powders were removed using air gun blowing, and ultrasonic 
cleaning with absolute ethyl alcohol, acetone and double distilled H2O 
for 15 min in sequence. 

2.2. Sample characterization 

Surface topography and microstructure of scaffolds in different 
groups were visualized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, 
TESCAN, USA). The actual strut size and pore size were measured based 
on SEM results, and the actual porosity was determined using an auto-
matic density analyzer (Quantachrome, USA). The distribution of ele-
ments on the surface of the scaffolds and the interface between the 
Ti6Al4V substrate and porous Ta was detected using energy-dispersive 
spectrometry (EDS, TESCAN, China). 

2.3. Mechanical testing 

Mechanical tests were conducted using a mechanical testing machine 
(Instron 3369, America). Following the ASTM E9-09 standard (2018), 
six cylindrical scaffolds (Ø 10 mm × 25 mm) Ta scaffolds were manu-
factured for the detection of compressive strength and modulus in each 
group. Six solid flat dog-bone-shaped coupons with a gauge length of 25 
mm were fabricated for testing the interfacial bonding strength. 

2.4. Cellular experiments 

2.4.1. Isolation and culturing of BMSC 
Rat bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (r-BMSCs) were isolated 

according to a standard protocol described previously [21]. In brief, 
femurs and tibias were extracted from Sprague Dawley rats weighing 
60–80 g, and the attached soft tissues were removed completely. The 
fresh bone marrow was then blown out with a 1 mL syringe and cultured 
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM)/F12 (Gibco, USA) sup-
plemented with fetal bovine serum (FBS, 10%, Thermo, China) and 
penicillin-streptomycin (1%, HyClone, China) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 
concentration. Half of the medium was changed every day and fully 
renewed every two days after culturing for 96 h. r-BMSCs were used for 
subsequent experiments at the third passage. 

2.4.2. Cellular morphology and proliferation 
r-BMSCs were seeded onto the Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds in 

different groups, and phalloidin (Thermo, China)/4’,6-diamidino-2- 
phenylindole (DAPI, GENVIEW, China) staining and SEM were per-
formed to evaluate cellular morphology. Cell counting Kit-8 (CCK-8, 
Dojindo, Japan) was used to detect the proliferation of r-BMSCs. 

For SEM characterization, 5 × 103 r-BMSCs were seeded onto the 
surface of the scaffolds in different groups in 96-well plates and cultured 
as described above. After 2- and 12-days of culture, the scaffolds were 
washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) twice and treated with 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4 ◦C for over 4 h, and then dehydrated with 
alcohol gradient. Finally, a layer of gold was deposited onto the surface 

Table 1 
Morphological properties of the novel scaffolds.  

Groups Group A Group B Group C 

Pore structure diamond diamond diamond 
Struct size (mm) 

Designed 0.212 0.391 0.495 
Manufactured 0.191 0.323 0.435 

Pore size (mm) 
Designed 0.462 0.685 0.894 
Manufactured 0.413 0.622 0.830 

Porosity (%) 
Designed 70 70 70 
Manufactured 72.1 71.9 71.1  
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Fig. 1. Fabrication and characterization of the novel scaffolds. (a) 3-dimensional view of the diamond unit cell, (b) spherical tantalum and Ti6Al4V powders used for 
the fabrication of the novel scaffolds, (d) building orientation of the samples, (e) overview of the manufactured samples, (f) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of the samples, (g) representative images of Energy-Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) detection for the samples. 
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of the scaffolds, and the cellular morphology was observed using SEM 
(TESCAN, USA). 

For phalloidin/DAPI staining, 5 × 103 r-BMSCs were seeded on the 
scaffolds in 96-well plates, and the medium was replaced every two 
days. After culturing with DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% FBS at 
37 ◦C and 5% CO2 for 7 days, the scaffolds were washed twice with PBS 
(GENVIEW, China) and fixed with 4% PFA at 25 ◦C for 30 min. Next, the 
scaffolds were treated with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 min to perforate 
the cytomembrane. Then, phalloidin and DAPI solution were added to 
stain the cytoskeleton and nucleus, and images were captured using a 
laser confocal microscope (TCP SP8 X, Leica, Germany) [22]. 

For the CCK8 assay, 1 × 104 r-BMSCs were seeded onto the scaffolds 
in different groups in 96-well plates, and equivalent cells were seeded in 
the blank well, which was set as the control group. r-BMSCs were 
cultured with DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% FBS, and the medium 
was replaced every two days. On days 1, 3,5, and 7, the cells were 
incubated with the CCK8 reagent diluted in the medium at a ratio of 1:10 
for 1.5 h, and 100 μL supernatant was collected to detect the optical 
density (OD) using a microplate reader (M200PRO, Tecan, Switzerland) 
at 450 nm. 

2.4.3. Osteogenic differentiation evaluation 
Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production was detected using an ALP 

kit (Jiancheng, China). In brief, 2 × 104 r-BMSCs were seeded onto the 
scaffolds in 96-well plates, and the medium was replaced with osteo-
genic medium (α-MEM medium (Thermo, China) supplemented with 
10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1 mM dexamethasone, 1 M β 
glycerol phosphate, and 10 mM ascorbic acid) on the second day. After 
culturing with the osteogenic medium for 3 and 7 days, 5 μL of the su-
pernatant was transferred into a complex solution containing 50 μL 
substrate and 50 μL buffer in a 96-well plate and incubated at 37 ◦C for 
20 min. A color agent (150 μL) was added to each well, and the OD value 
was measured at 520 nm using a microplate reader. 

For mineralized nodule staining and semi-quantification, r-BMSCs (2 
× 104) were seeded onto the scaffolds in 96-well plates and cultured in 
an osteogenic medium for 14 days. After washing with PBS two times 
and fixing with PFA at 25 ◦C for 30 s, alizarin red solution was added to 
the plate to stain the mineralized nodules, and then images were 
captured using a light microscope. After imaging, scaffolds were washed 
with PBS until the solution became clear, and cetylpyridinium chloride 
(10%, Sigma, USA) was added to the plates to degrade the stained 
mineralized nodules. Exactly 100 μL of the dissolved solution was 
collected to detect the OD at 562 nm. 

2.5. Animal experiments 

2.5.1. Construction of the bone defect model 
All animal experiments in the present study were approved by the 

Animal Ethics Committee of Xiangya Hospital (No: 2019sydw0126). 
Thirty 10-week old New Zealand rabbits weighing 2 kg (male) were 
randomly allocated to three groups. All rabbits were anesthetized with 
0.1% sodium pentobarbital. Shaving, disinfection, and the sterile sheet 
covering were performed strictly according to sterility principles. To 
expose the lateral femoral condyle, a 2 cm incision was made on the 
lateral side of the distal femur, and the soft tissue and muscle covering 
the lateral femoral condyle were bluntly separated. A cylindrical bone 
defect of Ø4.5 × 5 mm was prepared using an electric drill, which was 
perpendicular to the surface of the lateral femoral condyle. Scaffolds 
from different groups were implanted into the defects, with the porous 
Ta inside, and the Ti6Al4V substrate was outside. After surgery, the 
incision was sutured layer by layer, and each rabbit was injected with 
40,000 U penicillin. 

2.5.2. Imageology evaluation 
Six weeks after implantation, animals were sacrificed via overdose 

sodium pentobarbital injection. After the soft tissue was removed, the 

femurs were collected and fixed in 4% PFA for several days. X-ray im-
ages of the femur specimens were photographed using a C-arm machine 
(Vetoo, 200 A). The bone remodeling related parameters, including 
trabecular number (Tb⋅N) and the ratio of bone volume to tissue volume 
(BV/TV), were detected using a micro-CT machine (Skyscan 1172, 
Belgium). 

2.5.3. Histological analysis 
After imaging, the samples were prepared for histological analysis. 

First, the lateral femoral condyle samples were immersed in a 10% 
formaldehyde solution for 1 d and dehydrated in alcohol gradient. The 
dehydrated samples were embedded in 15.7% methyl methacrylate 
(MMA) for 4 h. Thereafter, the samples were prepared using a hard 
tissue slicer (Eckart 300, Germany) [23]. For the staining, van Geison’s 
picrofuchsin and toluidine blue were applied to stain the prepared hard 
tissue sections [17], and the stained samples were imaged using an 
optical microscope (Leica, Germany). Furthermore, hard tissue sections 
were prepared for SEM and to explore the distribution of elements using 
EDS. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 14.0, 
Chicago, USA). The results were presented as the mean ± standard de-
viation. The student’s 2-tailed t-test was selected for the statistical 
comparison between two groups, and a one-way ANOVA test was chosen 
for the statistical comparison of results among three or more groups. 
When a p-value of <0.05 was identified using a one-way ANOVA test, a q 
test was applied among multiple groups. Statistical significance was set 
at p < 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Scaffolds characterization 

3.1.1. Morphological characteristics and EDS results 
Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds were successfully fabricated 

using LPBF (Fig. 1e). The top view of the scaffolds at different magni-
fications was captured using SEM, which showed uniformly distributed 
porous structures and homogeneous pore sizes in each group (Fig. 1f). 
The actual porosities of groups A, B, and C were 72.1, 71.9, and 71.1%, 
respectively, and the actual pore sizes ranged from 0.413 to 0.830 mm 
(Table 1). EDS confirmed that the substrate was made up of Ti6Al4V, 
while the porous scaffolds were made from Ta (Fig. 1g). 

3.1.2. Mechanical properties 
A compression test was performed to assess the mechanical proper-

ties of the different groups of scaffolds. The representative stress-strain 
curves generated from the compression test are shown in Fig. 2a, and 
the specific compressive modulus and compressive strength are sum-
marized in Table 2. The mean compressive moduli of groups A, B, and C 
were 0.58, 1.47, and 1.51 GPa, respectively, all of which were in the 
range of the compressive modulus of human bone tissue (0.5–20 GPa) 
[17], and lower than previous reports [17,24]. The average compressive 
strengths of groups A, B, and C were 6.812, 12.321, and 27.852 MPa, 
respectively. These results revealed that the mechanical properties of the 
newly developed scaffolds were suitable for orthopedic implantation. 

3.1.3. Interfacial bonding strength 
Next, the interfacial bonding strength between the Ti6Al4V and Ta 

was detected using a tensile test (Fig. 2c and d). One side of the flat dog- 
bone-shaped coupons was made of Ta, and another side was made of 
Ti6Al4V (Fig. 2c). The representative stress-strain curve is depicted in 
Fig. 2e. The mean ultimate interfacial bonding strength was as high as 
447.5 MPa, which was nearly ten times that of human femoral cortical 
bone [25]. To further explore the binding strength between the substrate 
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and the porous Ta, the distribution of elements in the interface was 
determined. As shown in Fig. 2b, the porous Ta and the substrate 
Ti6Al4V infiltrated the interface locally, resulting in a locally diffused 
alloy-like interface, which may contribute to the increased binding 
strength at the interface. These results demonstrate that the substrate 
Ti6Al4V and porous Ta were tightly bonded, which is sufficient for or-
thopedic implants. 

3.2. In vitro biocompatibility 

3.2.1. Cell morphology 
The morphology of r-BMSCs on the three groups of scaffolds was 

visualized using SEM and a laser confocal microscope. SEM images 
showed that r-BMSCs adhered freely on the top of the porous scaffolds 
after 2 days and exhibited extending pseudopods preliminarily in all 
three groups (Fig. 3a). After 12 days, significant morphological changes 
and increased amounts of r-BMSCs were observed, with more and longer 
cellular pseudopods connected to form a film layer, which covered the 
surfaces of the porous scaffolds. In line with the SEM results, confocal 
images revealed that after culturing for 7 days, r-BMSCs in all three 
groups spread out fully and connected with adjoining cells via affluent 
filopodia to form a complex network structure (Fig. 3b). The signal in-
tensity ratio of phalloidin-labeled cell cytoskeleton (green) to DAPI- 
labeled nucleus (blue) was as high as 3.57–11.86 (Fig. 3c). 

3.2.2. Cell proliferation 
Proliferation was tested using the CCK8 assay over a culturing period 

of 7 days. As illustrated in Fig. 3d, a stable proliferation was observed in 
all groups as the culture time increased. No significant difference was 
observed between the control group and all three experimental groups 
on days 1 and 3. Meanwhile, the proliferation of cells in group C scaffold 
remained comparable to that of the control group on days 5 and 7. 

These results synergistically revealed that the biocompatibility of the 
Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds was excellent. 

3.3. In vitro osteogenic property 

The production of ALP was detected over a culturing period of 7 
days. There was a notable increase from days 3–7 (Fig. 4a). Statistic 
differences were identified among the three groups at both time points, 
and group C scaffolds showed the highest value. The mineralization 
capacity of r-BMSCs on the surface of the porous scaffolds was evaluated 
via alizarin red staining and the corresponding semi-quantitative anal-
ysis after culturing for 14 days. As depicted in Fig. 4b, considerable 
mineralized nodules were observed in each group. The semi- 
quantitative analysis after dissolution showed that the OD ranged 
from 1.56 to 2.06, which indicated the excellent mineralization capacity 
of the scaffolds. These findings suggested that the Ti6Al4V-based porous 
Ta scaffolds possessed excellent osteogenic capabilities (Fig. 4c). 

3.4. In vivo osteointegration property 

3.4.1. Radiologic evaluation 
After implantation for 6 weeks, X-ray and micro-CT were applied to 

evaluate osteointegration. In X-ray images, the Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta 
scaffolds were well implanted into the distal femur completely, and no 
dislocation of the scaffolds, periprosthetic osteolysis or fracture was 
observed. The new bone not only grew around the scaffolds but also 

Fig. 2. Mechanical testing of the novel scaffolds. (a) Representative strain-stress curve of the compressive test, (b) distribution images of elements in the interface 
detected using Energy-Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS), (c) schematic diagram of the flat dog-bone-shaped coupons, (d) tensile test, (e) representative strain-stress 
curve of the tensile test. 

Table 2 
Mechanical properties of the novel scaffolds.  

Groups Group A Group B Group C 

Elasticity modulus (GPa) 0.58 1.47 1.51 
Compressive strength (MPa) 6.812 12.321 27.852  

P. Lei et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
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Fig. 3. Biocompatibility of the novel scaffolds. (a) Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of r-BMSCs on the scaffolds at day 2 and day 12, (b–c) 
DAPI/phalloidin fluorescence labeling images of r-BMSCs at day 7 and corresponding quantitative analysis of cellular area to nucleus, (d) proliferation of r-BMSCs on 
the scaffolds. (**P < 0.01). 

Fig. 4. In vitro osteogenesis determination. (a) Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production generated from the r-BMSCs on the scaffolds after culturing for 3 and 7 days, 
(b) representative images of alizarin red staining of mineralized nodules, (c) quantitative analysis of dissolved mineralized nodules. (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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inside the homogeneous pores of the scaffolds, and good integration 
between the porous scaffolds and the host bone was observed (Fig. 5a). 
Regarding micro-CT detection, the new bone tissue (gray) grew into the 
porous stents (yellow), which was observed around and inside the 
scaffolds and almost fully merged into the pores of the scaffolds, indi-
cating excellent integration between the new bone and porous scaffolds 
(Fig. 5b). Statistical analysis showed that the BV/TV and Tb⋅N indexes of 
group C scaffolds were relatively higher than those of the other two 
groups, confirming the results of the 3D reconstruction images (Fig. 5c 
and d). 

3.4.2. Histological evaluation 
Finally, a histological evaluation was performed to assess the 

osteogenesis and osseointegration of the Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta 
scaffolds. Van Gieson and toluidine blue staining were employed for 
histological evaluation. Van Gieson staining showed that visible bone 
ingrowth (red) was observed not only inside the porous scaffolds but 
also at the interface between the substrate and porous scaffolds in each 
group (Fig. 6a). The beams of the scaffolds were surrounded by bone; 

there were tiny gaps between the new bone and the beams. A large 
number of bone-lining cells was observed around the beams, indicating 
that bone regeneration was already activated. Purple staining was also 
observed in some regions, indicating the presence of cartilage-like tis-
sue. The results of toluidine blue staining were in line with those of Van 
Gieson staining (Fig. 6b); the beams of porous scaffolds were surrounded 
with new bone (blue), and bone ingrowth was also present at the 
interface between the substrate and porous Ta. Consistent with the 
staining, SEM analysis indicated that Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds 
showed favorable osteointegration (Fig. 6c). To further confirm the bone 
ingrowth inside the porous scaffolds and explore the elementary cross- 
sectional distribution in the scaffolds, EDS was performed. The results 
showed that calcium and phosphorus were present inside the porous 
scaffolds, nearly bridging the cross-section (Fig. 6d), which confirmed 
the presence of new bone inside the scaffolds. These results revealed that 
the in vivo osseointegration of the Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffolds 
was satisfactory. 

Fig. 5. Imageology analysis of the in-vivo animal experiment. (a) Representative X-ray images of the femur specimens at sixth week after implantation, (b) 
representative. 3D reconstructive images of Micro-CT analysis, (c–d) quantitative analysis of the ratio of bone volume to tissue volume (BV/TV) and trabecular 
number (Tb⋅N). (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). 
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4. Discussion 

In the present study, we developed a novel high-interface-strength 
Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta scaffold using LPBF, in which porous Ta was 
additively manufactured on a solid Ti6Al4V substrate directly. The 
mechanical evaluation revealed that the compressive modulus and 
compressive strength of the novel scaffold were favorable for bone 
ingrowth, and the ultimate interfacial bonding strength was much 
higher than that of the human cortical bone. In vitro and in vivo ex-
periments demonstrated that the biocompatibility and osteointegration 
were excellent. Our newly developed complex scaffold exhibits great 
potential for clinical orthopedic applications. 

Scaffolds designed for orthopedic implantation should have good 
biocompatibility, osteointegration capacity, and appropriate mechani-
cal properties that facilitate bone ingrowth [26]. Many attempts have 
been made to combine the advantages of Ti6Al4V (Ti) and Ta in the 
same scaffold [7,27–29]. However, as mentioned previously, it remains 
challenging to obtain both satisfactory mechanical properties and bio-
logical activity, regardless of using Ti6Al4V–Ta alloy or Ta coating on 

Ti6Al4V. The Ti6Al4V-Ta alloy cannot maximize the biological activity 
of Ta, because the cell growth on the Ti-Ta alloy is not comparable to 
pure Ta until the proportion of Ta is as high as 80% [11], which does not 
address the high cost and density of Ta. In contrast, Sing et al. reported 
that the compressive modulus of Ti-Ta alloy containing 50% (weight) Ta 
manufactured using LPBF is 75.77 ± 4.04 GPa [9], consistent with the 
results of Fuerst et al. (88 GPa for Ti–50Ta) [11]. This is far from what is 
required for the human bone tissue (0.5–20 GPa) [17], and mismatched 
moduli would result in “stress shielding” and subsequent premature 
failure of the implanted scaffolds [30]. Additionally, the controversy 
about the appropriate proportion of Ta in the Ti6Al4V-Ta alloy exists 
continuously, and it is quite difficult to obtain an optimal proportion to 
tailor the bioactivity and mechanical properties [9–11,13,26,27]. 
Regarding the Ta coating on the surface of Ti6Al4V, the principal 
concern was the bonding strength between the Ti6Al4V substrate and 
the Ta coating. Roy et al. [4,8], Dittrick et al. [31], and Balla et al. [7] 
achieved Ta coating on Ti substrates using laser engineered net shaping; 
however, the bonding strength was not expounded. Moreover, they re-
ported a sharp interface between the porous Ta coating and the 

Fig. 6. Histological analysis of the in-vivo animal experiment. (a–b) Representative images of the van Geison’s staing and toluidine blue staining at postoperative six 
weeks, (c) SEM micrographs of new bone agglomerates and bone microstructure surrounding and inside the scaffolds, (d) EDS images for screening the distribution of 
elements in the hard tissue sections. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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substrate, which may have led to low fatigue resistance. To remove the 
sharp interface, the Ta coating can be manufactured in a dense structure 
[7], but then, the scaffold does not provide a porous structure for cell 
attachment and bone ingrowth. 

Well-modified mechanical properties are the primary prerequisite 
for composite metallic scaffolds. The primary obligation of orthopedic 
scaffolds is to substitute for the non-functioning bone and provide 
adequate mechanical support; therefore, manufactured scaffolds should 
possess mechanical characteristics comparable to those of the human 
bone [32]. In this study, the compressive strength of the newly devel-
oped scaffolds reached over 6 MPa, which was higher than that of 
human cancellous bone (2–5 MPa) and sufficient for mechanical support 
[33,34]. Mechanical characteristics are not only crucial for load-bearing 
but also for biological activity, because mechanical signals can be 
transferred into biological signals [34,35]. Increasing evidence has 
demonstrated that the compressive modulus of scaffolds is significantly 
associated with the differentiation of stem cells [36]. BMSCs differen-
tiate into osteoblasts when exposed to materials with compressive 
modulus over 25 kPa [36], and the mismatched compressive modulus is 
usually associated with poor osteointegration. The compressive modulus 
of our novel scaffolds matched well with that of the human bone tissue, 
which contributed to the osteogenic differentiation of r-BMSCs and 
averted “stress shielding”. These results confirmed that the mechanical 
properties of our newly developed scaffolds met the requirements of 
ideal implants. 

As mentioned previously, sufficient bonding strength is the key for 
complex metal scaffolds since it is crucial for in vivo mechanical sta-
bility. Moreover, because the orthopedic scaffolds implanted into the 
human body were load-bearing at all times, in composite scaffolds, if the 
bonding strength was not strong enough, the porous structure would 
loosen or fall, resulting in serious complications. To achieve high 
interface strength between the Ti6Al4V substrate and porous Ta scaf-
folds, we applied LPBF and fabricated solid Ti6Al4V first, and then 
manufactured porous Ta directly on it, during which the closed bonding 
was established. According to the standard tensile adhesion test (ASTM 
C633) [37], we attached the glue to the surface of the porous Ta to detect 
the bonding strength, but observed no fissures in the scaffolds even if the 
glue was delaminated and torn. Therefore, flat dog-bone-shaped cou-
pons were manufactured for interfacial bonding testing, and the results 
revealed that the bonding strength was much higher than that of the 
natural bone tissue. The results generated using EDS at the interface 
between Ta and the substrate could account for the high interfacial 
bonding strength. After the Ti6Al4V substrate was prepared, Ta powder 
was deposited on it and melted using a laser, during which the surface of 
the formed Ti6Al4V also melted because the melting point of Ta 
(3017 ◦C) is much higher than that of Ti (1650 ◦C), Al (660 ◦C), and V 
(1890 ◦C) [27]. In addition, the density of Ta was nearly four times 
higher than that of Ti. As a result, the melted Ta solution sank and 
metallurgically fused with Ti6Al4V. Moreover, the high interface 
strength can be further explained by the Marangoni effect. This effect 
indicates the flow of liquids due to the local interfacial tension differ-
ence. The intense Marangoni force led to the thermocapillary-driven 
transfer of mass at the heterogeneous material interface during the 
fabrication of novel scaffolds, in which Ta was pushed into the molten 
Ti6Al4V pool while liquid Ti6Al4V penetrated the upper Ta pool [38]. 
Therefore, it was not surprising that the interfacial bonding strength of 
the novel scaffold was excellent. 

BMSCs are multi-lineage cells that play a pivotal role in all stages of 
osteogenesis, including cellular propagation and osteoblast differentia-
tion [39]. Additionally, a myriad of evidence has demonstrated that 
BMSCs also secrete bioactive substances to promote osteogenesis, such 
as exosomes [40]. Considering the above-mentioned merits, r-BMSCs 
were selected for biological determinations in this study. 

Biocompatibility is the most important biological performance of 
orthopedic scaffolds, which was assessed through cell morphology and 
proliferation in the present study. After seeding onto the scaffolds, r- 

BMSCs adhered to the surface first, and then initiated a series of bio-
logical phenomena, including cell spreading, cytoskeletal development, 
and proliferation [41]. We observed the cell morphology through SEM, 
which revealed that r-BMSCs spread out completely and connected with 
the neighboring cells, and interlaced cellular networks and layers were 
formed on the surface of the scaffolds. The cells adhered to the rugged 
regions of the scaffolds via cellular pseudopods, suggesting that the cells 
attached well [42]. Moreover, in the present study, the gap between the 
cells was quite small, which could facilitate well-modified signaling and 
substance transport among the adjoining cells [43]. In summary, SEM 
characterization demonstrated favorable adhesion of r-BMSCs on the 
scaffolds. The cytoskeleton, including microtubules, microfilaments, 
and intermediate filaments, are important transporters of biomolecules 
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm and are also pivotal for cellular 
shape, division, and function [44]. We labeled the nucleus and micro-
filaments to characterize the intracellular microstructures and observed 
abundant mature cytoskeletons and growing actin filaments in all three 
groups on day 7 after seeding onto the newly developed scaffolds, 
demonstrating that r-BMSCs were in a state of active metabolism. In line 
with the above morphological results, CCK8 assay identified no signif-
icant difference between the experimental groups and the control group 
regarding the proliferation rate, indicating the good biocompatibility of 
the cells on the scaffolds. The newly developed Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta 
scaffolds were biocompatible. 

Osteointegration is another crucial criterion for orthopedic scaffolds 
[45]. A large amount of evidence derived from clinical and laboratory 
studies has proved the outstanding osteointegration performance of Ta 
[13,46], which was also demonstrated to be superior to Ti via ample 
studies [17,47]. Two canonical detection approaches, ALP and miner-
alized nodule production, were chosen to evaluate the osteogenesis 
performance of the newly developed scaffolds in the present study. The 
production of ALP is a classic indicator of early-stage osteogenesis [48]. 
A considerable amount of ALP was detected in each group, indicating 
that the newly developed scaffold was favorable for early osteogenesis. 
Additionally, a significant increase in ALP production was observed 
from day 3–7, which could be reasonably interpreted via the osteogenic 
differentiation of r-BMSCs. With the prolonged culture time, r-BMSCDs 
continued to develop to terminal osteogenic differentiation, and the 
production of mineralized extracellular matrix (ECM) was employed to 
characterize it. The mineralized ECM is produced in the later phase of 
osteogenic differentiation and plays an essential role in bone remodeling 
[49]. Alizarin red is a specialized coloring agent for mineralized nod-
ules, and stained clusters were observed in this study, indicating 
well-developed bone formation. The in vitro osteogenesis performance 
of the newly developed scaffolds was satisfactory. 

Bone regeneration is an intricate, well-orchestrated physiological 
process that can be influenced by many potential factors, including the 
osteogenic activity of scaffolds, secretion of bioactive molecules, and 
mechanical parameters [50,51]. In vitro osteogenesis partly reflects the 
osteointegration of the scaffolds, because the in vivo biological and 
mechanical environment is far more complex [35]. Therefore, we 
implanted the newly developed scaffolds into rabbits with femoral 
condyle defects, and imaging and histological evaluation were applied 
to assess osteointegration. The histological determination is a precise 
and direct-viewing approach for evaluating bone ingrowth [52], which 
displays what exists directly. Our results indicated the integration of 
host bone scaffolds, although there were a few crannies between the 
scaffolds and the new bone in the histological sections. This might be 
due to hard tissue cutting since we observed no gaps in the reconstructed 
micro-CT images. To further confirm the ingrowing bone, we used EDS, 
in which the dominant components of natural bone tissue, calcium and 
phosphorus [53], were detected as expected. These in vivo findings 
collectively indicate the outstanding osteointegration properties of the 
scaffolds. 

Slight differences were identified among the three groups in our 
study, and group C seemed to be relatively preferable, which was 
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somewhat contradictory to the optimal pore size reported previously 
(200–500 μm) [11,54]. This might be because the porosity was the sole 
fixed coefficient, and the other parameters varied systematically in the 
present study. More cells attached to the surface of the scaffolds with 
larger beam size, and as a result, a preferable biological performance 
was observed in vitro. Six-week implantation was relatively short to 
demonstrate the differences among groups, and extended implantation 
may neutralize the deviations. Further comprehensive and longer 
studies need to be conducted to optimize the scaffolds, as the main focus 
of this study was to introduce the newly developed high 
interface-strength scaffold and assess its osteointegration activity. As for 
the specific mechanisms through which Ta scaffolds promote osteoin-
tegration, including osteogenic differentiation, osteogenesis, and 
osteoinduction, various hypotheses have been proposed [55]. Shi et al. 
demonstrated that the TGF-β/Smad signaling pathway mediates the ef-
fect of Ta on osteogenic differentiation [56]. Lu et al. reported that Ta 
promotes osteogenesis by triggering the BMP2/Smad1 signaling [57]. In 
our opinion, the osteointegration activity of porous Ta scaffolds resulted 
from the interaction of intrinsic bioactivity, adaptable mechanical 
properties, and the porous stereoscopic spatial structure. Deeper and 
comprehensive investigations are warranted to explore the underlying 
mechanisms. 

Nowadays, great progress have been made in the design and analysis 
of Ti6Al4V lattice structures manufactured using AM [18], and 
personalized features could be obtained through corresponding opti-
mization. While, in this study, we performed surface modification of 
Ti6Al4V using a special approach, through which porous Ta structure 
was constructed on the Ti6Al4V directly, making significant break-
through in the application of Ti6Al4V. Although previous studies have 
demonstrated Ti-Ta alloy manufacturing and Ta coating of Ti [4,7], the 
concomitant drawbacks still cause great concern. In comparison to 
previous studies, our newly developed scaffold possesses distinct merits. 
First of all, the novel scaffolds combine the well-modified mechanical 
performance of Ti6Al4V and the favorable biological activity of Ta, at 
relatively low-cost with the low-priced Ti6Al4V designed as the sub-
strate. Second, the solid Ti6Al4V substrate and porous Ta were inte-
grated with high bonding strength through metal melting 
unprecedentedly, which provided a porous structure for cellular adhe-
sion and bone ingrowth compared with solid Ta coating on Ti. Third, our 
novel scaffolds save a mass of materials, reduced the cost, and addressee 
the functional impediment derived from excessive weight compared 
with the Ta scaffolds fabricated on the Ta substrate. Last but not least, 
the newly developed scaffolds are not affected by the Ti6Al4V to Ta ratio 
compared with the alloy. Thus, the novel scaffolds have great potential 
for clinical application. 

There were some limitations to our study. First, we evaluated the in 
vivo osteointegration of the novel scaffolds at a single time point (6 
weeks), which was not sufficient to assess the increase in bone ingrowth 
over time. Second, in vivo mechanical evaluations, such as push-out 
testing, were not conducted to determine the bond strength between 
the scaffold and ambient bone tissue. Finally, although the compressive 
moduli were assessed, most deformation occurred in the porous Ta but 
not evenly distributed throughout the scaffolds, demonstrating the ac-
curate moduli only partly. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, a high-interface-strength Ti6Al4V-based porous Ta 
scaffold was additively manufactured using LPBF for the first time. Our 
results demonstrated that the newly developed scaffold is mechanically 
compatible, and it is favorable for r-BMSC adhesion, proliferation, and 
differentiation toward osteoblasts. In vivo evaluation confirmed that the 
scaffolds integrate well with the host bone. Altogether, these results 
indicate that the novel scaffold is adaptable for orthopedic implantation 
and possesses great potential for clinical applications. Further studies 
are needed to optimize scaffolds and elucidate the underlying biological 

mechanisms. 
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